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1. PROGRAMME 

 

Financial Instruments in COSME and Horizon 2020  

Organised by Policy Department A  

Wednesday, 11 April 2012, 14:30 – 17:30h 
European Parliament, Brussels, Paul-Henri Spaak building, P1A002  

 
 
Workshop Programme 
 
15:00 Welcome and opening by Chair: Ms Teresa Riera Madurell, MEP, 

Rapporteur for Horizon 2020  

 

15:05 Session 1 - Setting the scene, the '4 Ws': What, When, Who, How?  

15:05 (Joint Intervention) 

 FP7 vs. Horizon 2020: Financial amounts and available instruments  

 Mr Jean-David Malo, Head of Unit C.3: Financial Engineering, European 
Commission, DG Research & Innovation, Directorate C - Research & 
Innovation 

CIP vs. COSME: Financial amounts and available instruments  

Mr Per-Ove Engelbrecht, Head of Unit E.3: Financing Innovation and 
SMEs, European Commission, DG Enterprise and Industry, Directorate E - 
SMEs and Entrepreneurship  

 

15:30 (Joint Intervention)  

 Target groups of financial instruments  

 Mr Marc D'Hooge, Deputy Head of Division Development & Innovation, 
European Investment Bank (EIB), Knowledge Economy/Research  

 Ms Birthe Bruhn-Léon, Head of Mandate Management, European 
Investment Fund (EIF) 

15:55 Question & answer  

 

16:20 Welcome and opening by Chair: Mr Jürgen Creutzmann, MEP, 
Rapporteur for COSME  
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16:25  Session 2 – From a non-institutional point of view…  

 

16:25 The role of venture capital: "VICO - Financing Entrepreneurial Ventures in 
Europe: impact on innovation, employment growth, and competitiveness" 
(Project funded under the 7th Framework Programme of the European 
Commission) 

 Mr Massimo Colombo, Full Professor of Economics of Technical Change, Dean of 
the Doctoral Program in Management, Economics and Industrial Engineering, 
Politecnico University of Milan, Italy 

 

16:40 EU financial instruments: difficulties to reach SMEs  

 Ms Elisa Bevilacqua, Senior Adviser for Research & Communication, European 
Association of Co-Operative Banks  

 

16.55 The role of Guarantee Societies 

 Mr José Fernando Figueiredo, Chairman of European Association of Mutual 
Guarantee Societies (AECM)  

 

17:10 An EU US-style public procurement SBIR (Small Business Innovation Research) 
programme?  

 Mr David Connell, Project Leader, Senior Research Fellow, Centre for Business 
Research (CBR), University of Cambridge, UK  

 

16:35 Question & answer session 

 

17:25 Closing remarks by the Chair 

 

17:30 End of the workshop 
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2. SPEAKERS’ BIOGRAPHIES 

Jean-David Malo, is the Head of Unit for RTD-C03 "Financial engineering" and the EC 
Designated Service Manager for the Risk Sharing Finance Facility's (RSFF) implementation. 
He graduated from the Institut National Supérieur des Sciences Economiques et 
Commerciales (Paris) and the University of California (Berkeley). Having started his career 
as the Head of Internal Ccontrol Management in the Comité Professionnel de la Distribution 
de Carburants in France, he later joined ARMINES (a body managing contractual research 
and innovation for French engineering schools: Ecoles des MInes, Ecole Polytechnique, 
ENSTA, …), where he created, developed and managed the European Affairs Directorate. 

He joined the European Commission in January 2001. In the Directorate General for 
Research, he actively contributed to a number of developments concerning the design of 
funding instruments, rules for participation, funding schemes, etc, both for FP6 and FP7. 
From 2003 to 2006, he was the Assistant to Director Robert-Jan SMITS. After heading the 
unit in charge of the regional aspects of FP7 (i.e. the "Regions of Knowledge" and 
"Research Potential" programmes) from 2006 to 2010, he is now managing a newly-
created unit in the Directorate-General for Research and Innovation, whose main objective 
is to contribute to increasing private finance and close market gaps in investment in 
research and innovation by expanding the scope and scale of existing EU innovative 
financial instruments (like the Risk-Sharing Finance Facility) and by developing new ones in 
the fields of debt (including guarantees) and equity financing. The EU state aid framework, 
tax incentive schemes and philanthropic funding are also areas covered by the work of the 
unit. 

 

Per-Ove Engelbrecht is the Head of Unit for Financing Innovation and SMEs in the 
Directorate-General for Enterprise and Industry of the European Commission. In the 
Commission, he previously led units responsible for the automotive industry, forest-based 
industry, and cooperatives and mutual societies. In the period 1986-1998, he was Director 
of the Enterprise Division at the Swedish Ministry of Industry. On behalf of the Swedish 
Government, he set up the ALMI Group which is focussed on SME financing and 
consultancy. He was a Member of the Board of Directors of the Swedish Industrial Credit 
Bank (1990-1996), the private equity fund Bure Investment plc (1992-1998), as well as of 
the venture capital fund Företagskapital AB (1990-1993).   

 

Marc D'Hooge has substantial experience in the financing and structuring of private- and 
public-sector projects in a large number of European countries, with a specific focus in 
recent years in the field of Research, Development and Innovation (RDI) under the Risk 
Sharing Finance Facility (RSFF). RSFF is a joint European Investment Bank (EIB) and 
European Commission initiative, funded jointly by the EIB and the EU’s Seventh Research 
Framework Programme, which supports the development of research, development and 
innovation (RDI) projects by improving access to debt financing and creating additional 
funding capacity for the sector. Launched in 2007, RSFF directly promotes the EU’s 
objective of making Europe the world’s most competitive, knowledge-driven economy and 
has to date provided loans in excess of EUR 7.5 billion. Marc is currently the Bank's 
Programme Manager for RSFF and actively takes part in various ongoing initiatives and 
consultations with regard to the Horizon 2020 Agenda. 
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Birthe Bruhn-Léon heads the Mandate Management Division at the European Investment 
Fund (EIF). With her team, she contributes to the strategic development of the EIF’s 
mandate activity, including the setting-up of new mandates and the management of the 
multiple mandates with EIF's shareholder-mandators, the EIB and the European 
Commission. Her team also develops dedicated tools and methodologies, such as for value 
added and impact assessment. From late 2006 until her transfer to the EIF in early 2009, 
Birthe worked in the EIB’s Risk Management Directorate as an advisor to the EIB 
representatives at the EIF Board of Directors and was responsible for the monitoring of the 
EUR 5 billion equity mandates extended by the EIB to the EIF. Prior to that, she was in 
charge of the risk and portfolio analysis of structured and corporate financing. From 1992 
to 2003, Birthe held various functions in the corporate and investments bank arms of 
Deutsche Bank in Madrid and Frankfurt/London. During her last five years at Deutsche 
Bank, she was transaction team leader responsible for the origination of syndicated 
Euromarket financing for a broad range of corporate, financial institution and sovereign 
borrowers. She has further experience in industry (Siemens, German and a Mexican SME) 
and institutions (European Commission, German-Portuguese Chamber of Commerce). 
Birthe graduated in Economics and International Finance (“Diplom-Volkswirtin”) at 
University of Passau. She is also a Chartered Financial Analyst charterholder (a post-
graduate programme focused on investment analysis and portfolio management). 

 

Massimo G. Colombo is Full Professor of Economics of Technical Change at Politecnico di 
Milano, where he is the Dean of the Doctoral Program in Management, Economics and 
Industrial Engineering. The scientific activity of Massimo G. Colombo is mainly in Industrial 
Economics, Economics of Technical Change, and Strategic Management. His areas of 
research include: the determinants of the diffusion of advanced manufacturing technologies 
and associated organisational innovations, and their implications for the structure and 
strategies of firms; the analysis of the relation between new technologies and firms' 
organisation; strategic alliances: firm-, industry-, and country-specific determinants of the 
propensity of firms to establish cooperative agreements; choice of the organisational form 
of alliances; technological cooperation and R&D investments; ownership and financial 
structure of Italian business groups; high-tech entrepreneurship: founders’ characteristics, 
external financing, and other determinants of the post-entry performances of new 
technology based firms; organisation and dynamics of ICT industries.  

Massimo G. Colombo has participated in numerous research projects, promoted by the EC, 
the Italian CNR, the Italian Ministry of Research (MIUR), and various private and public 
institutions. In particular, he was one of the coordinators of the Prospective Dossier n. 2 
"Globalisation of Economy and Technology", Fast-Monitor project (EC-DG XII), participated 
in the Steering Committee of the study contract on “Mergers and acquisitions and science 
and technology policy” (EC-DG Research) and coordinated the CNR (National Research 
Council) Research Project on “The determinants of the post-entry performances of new 
firms in ICT industries and the MIUR (Italian Ministry of University and Research) National 
Research Project on “New technologies and entrepreneurship”. He is the scientific 
coordinator of the FP6 PICO research project on academic start-ups in Europe and the FP7 
VICO research project on the real effect of venture capital, promoted by the EC. The VICO 
project was listed by the EU as a ‘case of success’. He has also conducted consultancy work 
for governmental departments and international institutions. 
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Massimo G. Colombo is author (or co-author) of nine books and more than 60 international 
publications. In particular, he published in journals such as the Cambridge Journal of 
Economics, Economic Letters, Industrial and Corporate Change, the International Journal of 
Industrial Organization, the Journal of Economics and Management Strategy, the Journal of 
Economic Behavior and Organization, the Journal of Banking and Finance, the Journal of 
Industrial Economics, Research Policy, Small Business Economics, the Strategic 
Management Journal, Journal of Small Business Management, and Industry & Innovation. 
He edited special issues on Venture Capital, Journal of Technology Transfer, Industry & 
Innovation, Journal of Small Business Management, and European Management Review. He 
is currently editing a special issue on California Management Review. 
 
Ms Elisa Bevilacqua, Senior Adviser for Research & Communication, European Association 
of Co-Operative Banks 
 

José Fernando Figueiredo was elected Chairman/President of the European Mutual 
Guarantee Association (AECM) in 2007, which represents 34 guarantee schemes of 
18 countries in Europe. AECM members serve around 2 million SMEs across Europe, being 
responsible for an outstanding portfolio of SME guarantees of around EUR 70 billion, 
supporting more than EUR 120 billion in credits to SMEs. 

He is a co-founder of REGAR (the Iberoamerican Network of SME Credit Guarantee 
Organisations) and Invited Member of the Consulting Council of ALIGA (the Latin American 
Guarantee Institutions Association). 

José is Chairman and Executive President of Norgarante (Mutual Guarantee Society - MGS), 
Lisgarante (MGS), Garval (MGS) and Agrogarante (MGS) - the four Mutual Guarantee 
Societies existing in Portugal. The MGS are the private commercial units of the Portuguese 
SME Guarantee Scheme, with a global share capital of EUR 180 million and a portfolio of 
more than EUR 3,75 billion in both individual and portfolio guarantees. 

Chairman and CEO of SPGM – Holding of the Portuguese Credit Guarantee Scheme that 
manages the Portuguese public counter-guarantee mechanism (FCGM), with equity capital 
of around EUR 600 million. SPGM also deals with the public agencies and the EIF, acting as 
back-office to all the Mutual Guarantee Societies (MGS) in the national scheme. 

Alongside his credit guarantee activities, José is one of the promoters and Chairman of 
2BPartner – Sociedade de Capital de Risco; a small private Venture Capital firm connected 
with tech universities, SME organisations and a strong group of private entities investing in 
early stage companies and which recently joined the Oporto Business Angels network. 

He is one of the shareholders of a small family business, producing port wine and table 
wines, and acts as international expert to organisations like the European Commission 
and FAO. 

Previously and among other activities related with VC and SME investments he was 
Chairman and Executive President of PME Investimentos (one of the 2 biggest Portuguese 
Venture Capital firms) and served as Executive Member of the Board of IAPMEI (the 
Portuguese SME Agency) for 3 years, where he was responsible for the management of the 
financial innovation programme and the financial management of the budget of the EU 
structural funds programmes dedicated to SME, co-financed by the European Union 
(EUR 5 billion budget in a 6 year period).  

He started his career at Inter-Risco Private Equity & VC, a joint venture between the British 
private equity firm 3i and the Portuguese investment bank, Banco BPI.  

José holds a five-year degree in Economics by the Oporto University (FEP) and the 
frequency of the Industrial Economics Master at the same school. He was invited professor 
at the Fernando Pessoa University in the field of financial management. 
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David Connell has spent over 20 years in the Cambridge UK technology community and 
was co-founder and Chief Executive of TTP Ventures; an investor in early stage, science 
and technology based companies. Its initial backers included Siemens, Boeing and financial 
institutions. His early career was at the National Economic Development Office (NEDO) and 
Deloitte Haskins and Sells Management Consultants, where he led its High Technology 
Group. Since 2006, he has been a Senior Research Fellow at the Centre for Business 
Research/UK Innovation Research Centre at the University of Cambridge’s Judge Business 
School. He has played a pivotal role in championing the establishment of US style 
procurement based innovation policies at UK and EU level, and advised the UK Technology 
Strategy Board on implementation of SBRI. He continues to campaign for more effective 
policies to support innovative SMEs and commercialisation of the science base.  

Evidence based publications form an important part of this activity. David has a BSc in 
Physics from the University of Bristol and Masters Degrees in Operational Research and 
Economics, both with Distinction, from the Universities of Lancaster and London (Birkbeck 
College) respectively. 

Publications covering David’s recent research and innovation policy proposals can be 
downloaded from www.davidconnell.org. 
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3. SUMMARY OF THE WORKSHOP 

In a room with no empty seats left, the Chair of Session 1, Mrs Teresa Riera Madurell, MEP 
Rapporteur for Horizon 2020 (H2020), welcomed the participants and thanked the Policy 
Department A for organising this key event. The workshop would, indeed, help MEPs' 
decision-making throughout the political scrutiny of the European Commission (EC) 
proposals establishing COSME and H2020 - two initiatives which would support 
competitiveness and innovation in Europe in the years to come. The Chair started her 
introduction by recalling that the event aimed to give the best overview of the financial 
instruments envisaged to support the European industry - especially SMEs - for the next 
programming period of the EU Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF) 2014-2020.  

SMEs are a driving force of the economy in Europe, and have a significant positive effect in 
terms of jobs and regional prosperity. Therefore, support for SMEs is of vital importance for 
the prosperity of Europe, especially in times of crisis. As recalled by the Chair, SME creation 
depends on the availability of financial instruments to fund their activities. Lack of financial 
resources in fact hinders SMEs from succeeding in bringing innovative ideas to fruition. At 
the same time, financial constraints are a barrier to innovation, because SMEs often have 
problems in acquiring loans as financial institutions are reluctant to finance risky innovation 
projects. This is the reason why EU institutions are establishing a strategy for access to 
finance as a means of fostering entrepreneurship and innovation to promote economic 
growth, but also as a means of stimulating private-sector investment in science and 
innovation - hence contributing to reaching the key EU 2020 target of 3% of EU GDP 
invested in R&D by the end of this decade.  

After her introduction, Mrs Madurell gave the floor to Per-Ove Engelbrecht and Jean-David 
Malo, respectively Head of the Financing Innovation and SMEs Unit at DG Enterprise and 
Industry, and Head of the Financial Engineering Unit, at DG Research & Innovation. 
Mr Engelbrecht and Mr Malo delivered a joint presentation focussing in particular on 
improving access to finance under the new COSME and H2020 proposals via the equity and 
debt financial instruments foreseen in these proposals.  

The new financial instruments have been conceived building on the success of the 
instruments already available under the Competiveness & Innovation Framework 
Programme (CIP) and the Seventh Framework Programme (FP7): the SME Guarantee 
Facility (SMEG; a loan guarantee facility lending to 155.000 SMEs under CIP); the High-
Growth & Innovative SMEs Facility (GIF; an equity facility providing venture capital funding 
to SMEs under CIP); the Risk-Sharing Finance Facility (RSFF; providing Loans & Guarantees 
Service in EIB loans to companies under FP7); and the SMEs & Small Midcaps Guarantee 
Facility (RSI; under FP7). 

H2020 mainly focuses on financing Research and Innovation (R&I), whereas COSME targets 
SMEs in their growth and internationalisation phase. The new approach developed by the 
EC aims to increase the synergies between the financial instruments for SMEs now available 
in COSME and H2020, in order to ensure complementarity, contiguity and continuity of the 
funding process during the innovation life cycle. To do so, four financial instruments for 
SMEs growth and R&I are foreseen in the two programmes: two Equity instruments and 
two Debt instruments.  

In order to help gain access to finance throughout the various stages of the innovation 
lifecycle, equity under H2020 will provide SMEs with venture capital in their start-up phase, 
while COSME will provide both venture and mezzanine capital for the expansion and growth 
phase. On the other hand, debt instruments intervene individually according to a 
EUR 150.000 threshold.  
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At the early stage of R&I, the H2020 debt instrument can provide guarantees for loans 
above the EUR 150.000 threshold; whereas COSME can only provide both counter and 
direct guarantees for loans (including subordinated loans) up to this threshold to SMEs 
during their expansion and growth stage. The threshold has been set to avoid any overlap 
between these two instruments and to ensure funding is as efficient as possible. The 
rationale behind the EUR 150.000 threshold is that this amount corresponds to 94% of the 
loans provided under the existing SME Guarantee Facility in the CIP programme. 

Overall under H2020 and COSME, especially SMEs will gain by taking advantage of a one-
stop-shop system, given that their usual financial intermediaries will act as a single point of 
contact to get funding according to market conditions and on a basis of a demand driven 
approach. 

Mrs Madurell welcomed this joint intervention as a concrete positive sign of future 
coordination within different EC DGs. After the EC's presentation, Marc D'Hooge, Deputy 
Head of Division for Development & Innovation at the EIB and Birthe Bruhn-Léon, Head of 
the Mandate Management at the EIF were given the floor to explain how the new financial 
instruments will be implemented. The EIB/EIF indeed will form the main executive arm for 
this part of EU funding; building on its existing experience respectively with RSFF, and RSI, 
GIF and SMEG. 

RSFF funds complement other sources of debt capital available for low/sub investment 
grade R&D&I intensive counterparts who are able to demonstrate capacity to repay the 
debt. The key element of RSFF is the so-called multiplayer effect, whereby a loan allows a 
leveraging of up to 6x times - e.g. 2bn funding produces a total of 12bn financing. RSFF's 
main target groups are: Mid-sized and large corporations (or "Corporate / Project 
Finance"); Universities, research institutes, science parks (or "Risk Sharing with 
Universities"); Joint Technology Initiatives (JTIs), European Technology Platforms (ETPs), 
Multicountry Research Infrastructures (ESFRI) (or  "R&D and Infrastructure Consortia"); 
and SMEs & Mid Caps (or "Risk Sharing with Banks"). 

Given the instability of today's financial markets and the result obtained so far, the EIB 
stressed the need to keep flexibility within RSFF post-2013 to develop new financing 
instruments in line with unforeseen market needs, and to guarantee the best possible 
multiplier effect via instruments which should be demand-driven and simple to implement 
and monitor. 

The EIF is a public-private-partnership (PPP) between the EIB, the EC and a group of public 
and private financial institutions. The EIF invests equity in Venture Capital (VC) funds or 
through fund of funds structures, issues guarantees, and extends loans in the context of 
microfinance activities. Under the current GIF programme, in comparison with EU grants, 
financial instruments show a leverage effect of 5x times that of the total committed EU 
money into VC funds, and 15-30x times for the SMEs being funded. As regards SMEG, 
leverage has been 14x times. The EIF therefore stressed that continuity of these 
instruments is fundamental for the future; also as a positive sign of the counter-cyclical 
effect that public funding should have in the market. For 2014-2020, the EIF foresees 
additional potential for financial instruments to help ensure access to finance. 

At the end of this second round of presentations, Mrs Madurell opened the floor to 
questions from her fellow MEPs, and eventually to the audience. 

MEP Patrizia Toia thanked the speakers for the very accurate information presented and 
asked about the realistic leverage effect of financial instruments versus the use of EU 
grants. 
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Mr Per-Ove Engelbrecht replied that indeed the use of financial instruments has a greater 
impact than that of grants. Efficiency is much grater, though the EC agrees that 
implementation has to be monitored very carefully to assure the leverage effect.  

In this respect, the EIB recalled that according to a recent evaluation the multiplayer effect 
is 16x times, while the EIF added that attraction of private capital still remains a challenge 
on which it is key to work - in particular on co-financing  of business angels and attracting 
pension funds. 

Mr Malo also stressed the difference between multiplayer effect and leveraging. Leveraging 
is calculated comparing the value of the loan compared to the EU financial contribution, and 
today produces a 4-6x times effect; whereas the multiplayer effect is the comparison 
between the total investment in the beneficiaries and the EU total contribution, and 
produces 16x times result. Given that these effects also depend on the type of instruments 
and the risk involved, therefore it is not accurate to look only at average values. 

Mr José Fernando Figueiredo, Chairman of the European Association of Mutual Guarantee 
Societies (AECM) and panelist of Session 2, intervened recognising that the programmes so 
far have been very well implemented and stating that indeed the effect is around 16x times 
or even higher. 

Mrs Toia's question was followed by a representative of the Economic and Social Committee 
(EESC) who asked clarification on the coordination of financial instruments with structural 
funds, on the concept of 'Innovation' and on business transfers. 

Addressing the question on innovation, Mr Malo recalled that the current definition of 
innovation used by the EC is to be found in the State Aid guidelines for R&I, and that via 
the complementarity of COSME and H2020, the EC will try to support innovative SMEs. As 
regards business transfers, Mr Per-Ove Engelbrecht agreed that aging creates a problem 
which stimulates the need to support business transfer, since it is true that already 
established business are less risky, whereas newly created business are more risky and 
may die during the transfer. The EC proposal looks at this issue, but the direction currently 
taken by the Council is to give business transfer an even higher priority. 

After a very instructive and engaging 90 minutes, Mrs Madurell closed Session 1 passing 
the Chairship to Mr Jürgen Creutzmann, MEP, Rapporteur for COSME. 

The Chair of Session 2, Mr Jürgen Creutzmann, made a brief introduction presenting the 
theme of the panel "Financial instruments from a non-institutional point of view" and the 
issues to be dealt with by the speakers. 

After the introduction, Mr Creutzmann gave the floor to Mr Massimo Colombo, Professor of 
economics at Politecnico University of Milan, who presented the main results of the FP7-
funded project VICO. VICO aims to gather data regarding the participation and coordination 
of EU-funded projects of New Technology-Based Firms (NTBFs). Their participation and 
coordination rate varies greatly according to different factors: nationality, type of industry 
(software being the most represented), size of the NTBF (the larger, the easier), experience 
from previous EC projects etc. Mr Colombo studied in particular the importance of the 
venture-capital variable and concluded that if venture-capital backed NTBFs tended to 
participate more in EU projects, their relatively small size usually results in low coordination 
rates. 

Mr Colombo's data-rich intervention was followed by Ms Elisa Bevilacqua, representative of 
the European Association of Co-Operative Banks. Co-Operative Banks have a high degree 
of penetration in the world of SMEs, since they operate locally. Ms Bevilacqua stressed that 
SMEs had difficulties in benefitting from EU financial instruments largely due to 
administrative and eligibility constraints.  
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Departing from the fact that COSME and H2020 cover a rather limited part of SMEs' needs, 
she called for a better coordination between EU and national financial instruments 
(including the possibility for EU programmes to finance national SME schemes), but also for 
an increase of the COSME loans' threshold from the current EUR 150.000 to EUR 300.000. 
She also underlined the need to cut red-tape for local financial intermediaries in order to 
facilitate their access to EU financial instruments. 

The third panelist, Mr José Fernando Figueiredo, Chairman of the European Association of 
Mutual Guarantee Societies (AECM - representing both public and private guarantee's 
entities in 32 countries), acknowledged the importance of credit finance for SMEs - 
especially in light of the difficulties to access VC and mezzanine capital. Guarantee societies 
aim to fill such gaps in the market by concluding risk-sharing agreements with banks. In 
this context, Mr Figueiredo recommended a radical increase in the COSME guarantee 
facility's threshold, in order to support SMEs' business transfers and internationalisation 
activities. He finally called for a broader definition of innovation under H2020 in order to 
ensure grater eligibility. 

The last panelist Mr David Connell, Senior Research Fellow at the University of Cambridge, 
presented his academic observations on EU innovation policies by stating that these policies 
are based on 3 false assumptions: (1) start-ups should be supported by VC, (2) innovation 
comes from the universities, (3) multi-partnership works better. According to Mr Connell, 
EU innovation policies should be inspired by the US SBIR (Small Business Innovation and 
Research programme) which has been running for more than 30 years. In particular, 
H2020 should adopt a better financing approach (i.e. 'meaningful' amounts for projects), 
favour contracts over grants (i.e. 100% funding), and should improve the programme's 
management (i.e. the responsibility for implementation should not be split between 
different DGs of the EC).  

At the end of this round of non-institutional points of view, Mr Creutzmann opened the floor 
to questions.  

MEP Paul Rübig began by focussing on the possibility to increase the budget for financial 
instruments by using the fines related to infringement cases dealt with by competition 
policies and authorities. Mr Figueiredo reminded that the main issue for ensuring access to 
finance for SMEs was not about budget, but about thresholds. The issue of risk-sharing 
facilities in third-countries was also evoked, and in this context Mr Figueiredo stressed that 
EU support should go to EU companies aiming at internationalisation rather than to third-
countries companies. 

This first round was followed by the intervention of MEP Mrs Maria Carvalho, who looked at 
the case of Portugual, raising the issue of the role of financial intermediaries. In this 
context Ms Bevilacqua reiterated her statement according to which there should be a more 
balanced approach vis-à-vis procedural and reporting requirements based on the size and 
the type of intermediaries. However, Mr Malo recalled that the RSI is not open to all types 
of intermediaries on the grounds that it is a recent pilot instrument and for this reason the 
budget allocated is limited. 

After 3 and a half hours that met the huge expectations of the widest audience allowed by 
the room capacity of 280, MEP Jürgen Creutzmann concluded the session by emphasising 
that future programmes need to cut red-tape, to solve the thresholds issue, to ensure the 
widest access for SMEs to the financial instruments foreseen under H2020, and the need to 
think about the implementation also in the EU of some successful elements of the US SBIR. 
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